Science class is too hard: Perceived difficulty, disengagement, and the role of teacher autonomy support from a daily diary perspective
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\textbf{ABSTRACT}

The current research aimed to investigate students' daily experiences in high school classes by answering the following questions: to what extent does daily perceived difficulty of science classwork predict daily feelings of competence and disengagement? Are autonomy-supportive teaching strategies useful when work in science class is perceived to be more difficult than the average day? Two-hundred and eighteen high school students in 43 science classes participated in the daily diary study across a six-week instructional unit. Results of multilevel modeling revealed that on days when students perceived their science classwork to be more difficult than usual, they experienced a decrease in perceived competence, which was in turn associated with an increase in disengagement. In addition, the current research suggested that the decrease in perceived competence and subsequent decrease in engagement as a function of perceived difficulty was minimized when students perceived their teachers to provide autonomy support. Discussion centers on the theoretical and practical implications.

1. Introduction

Why do some high school students experience a low sense of competence in their science classes and what are the consequences of those feelings? One likely answer is that when students perceive task demands to exceed their skills in science class, their perceptions of competence suffer and they disengage from class activities. In fact, a great deal of research demonstrates that students are more likely to disengage from a task when it is perceived to be too hard (e.g., Fong, Zaleski, & Leach, 2015; Moneta & Csikszentmihalyi, 1996). While past research has examined the consequences of task difficulty by manipulating the difficulty of a task (e.g., Fulmer & Frijters, 2011), this research provides no information about students' daily experience of difficult course work within an authentic science classroom. Moreover, given evidence suggesting that disengagement is a critical predictor of academic struggles during adolescence (e.g., Balfanz, Herzog, & Mac Iver, 2007), it is surprising that little is known about how students' daily experiences in the classroom predict changes in their classroom disengagement. Thus, one of the main purposes of the current study was to examine the extent to which perceptions that classwork was more difficult than average predicted changes in students' perceptions of competence and disengagement in high school science classrooms on a daily basis.

Due to the diversity of students and their experiences of course work in a given science classroom, it is rarely possible for teachers to adjust the class content for each and every student in the classroom context every day. Thus, it becomes critical to ask whether there are strategies that can mitigate the potentially negative correlates of students experiencing science classwork as more difficult than typical. One potential answer lies in the motivational power of autonomy-supportive strategies in the classroom. Autonomy-supportive strategies, which encourage students to relate their interests and preferences to learning activities, seem likely to facilitate the inner motivational resources and competence students need to tackle difficult tasks (e.g., Reeve, 2009; Reeve, Jang, Carrell, Jeon, & Barch, 2004). Thus, the second purpose of this study was to explore the extent to which autonomy-supportive practices buffer undesirable correlates of students' perceiving that
2. Literature review

2.1. The dangers of disengagement

Engagement refers to active involvement in a task or activities, while disengagement, the focus of this investigation, reflects not merely low engagement, but the active and sometimes intentional detachment from such tasks (Furrrer & Skinner, 2003; Skinner & Belmont, 1993; Skinner, Furrrer, Marchand, & Kindermann, 2008). Engagement and disengagement have both behavioral and emotional components, with behavioral disengagement including behaviors such as giving up, passivity, or lack of initiation of the activities and emotional disengagement including experiences of frustration, discouragement, or dejection. Recent research has increasingly suggested that maximizing students' engagement and minimizing disengagement in class is critical to their learning and achievement (e.g., Carini, Kuh, & Klein, 2006; Kuh, Cruce, Shoup, Kinzie, & Gonyea, 2008; Strambler & Weinstein, 2010; Wang & Holcombe, 2010). Disengagement is associated with lower grades (e.g., De Castella, Byrne, & Cogviont, 2013), and higher rates of school dropout (Henry, Knight, & Thornberry, 2012). Given the risks associated with disengagement, the current study examines its relationship with an understudied, though potentially important contributor to students' disengagement in high school classrooms, namely, students' perceptions that class activities are difficult.

2.2. The role of perceived difficulty in perceived competence and disengagement

Self-determination theory (SDT) provides a framework for understanding why students' perceptions of coursework being experienced as difficult may have consequences for their perceptions of competence and disengagement. According to SDT, experiencing a sense of competence, along with autonomy and relatedness, is an essential need that underlies students' adaptive motivation and psychological functioning, including their engagement (Deci & Ryan, 2000). Importantly, the environment, and students' perceptions of it, has a great deal of power for supporting or thwarting students' experiences of competence and their subsequent motivation and engagement (Deci & Ryan, 2000). While tasks that are perceived to provide an optimal challenge, that is, tasks that demand a high but attainable level of skill (Ryan & Deci, 2017), are likely to be the best at promoting competence need satisfaction, intrinsic motivation, and engagement, tasks that are perceived to be more difficult than current skills are likely to diminish students' sense of competence and lead to disengagement (e.g., Deci, 1975; Reeve, 2012). Tasks that are perceived to be too easy may, similarly, do little to promote a sense of competence and may even lead to disengagement in the form of boredom (e.g., Nakamura & Csikszentmihalyi, 2014, pp. 239–263), though the threat to perceptions of competence is less with easy compared to difficult tasks.

Empirical research largely supports SDT's theoretical predictions. Most research on perceived difficulty suggests that perceived difficulty leads to diminished motivation and disengagement, though a great deal of this research has been conducted by providing students with a difficult task (or not) outside of the classroom environment (e.g., Fulmer & Frijters, 2011; Keller & Bless, 2008). For example, Fulmer and Frijters (2011) found that 10–14 years old students reported lower levels of enjoyment, perceived competence, and effort for reading a text that was well beyond their reading abilities compared to their reports of enjoyment, perceived competence, and effort for reading in general. In another study with 6th and 7th grade students who were given a challenging math and reading task, ratings of the perceived difficulty of the task was associated with less situational interest, increased negative affect, and less perceived competence (Tulis & Fulmer, 2013).

Though less research on actual or perceived task difficulty has focused on students' experience in an authentic classroom, past field research has also supported the predictions of SDT. For example, in one qualitative study (Aschbacher, Li, & Roth, 2010) involving interviews with high school science students, some students reflected on their struggles in science class and suggested that not being able to understand the class content really undermined confidence and interest. Quantitative studies investigating the relationships between students' daily experience of class difficulty and their experiences of perceived competence and disengagement are also limited, though several studies provide some support for our prediction that perceptions that classwork is difficult on a given day predicts lowered perceived competence and disengagement in the classroom. For example, a repeated-measures study by Schweinle, Meyer, and Turner (2006) in which 42 elementary students were surveyed for 8 consecutive days revealed that perceived challenge in math class was positively associated with social affect (e.g., feeling cooperative, open, and involved) and negatively associated with self-efficacy (a construct similar to perceived competence). However, although this study assessed students' daily perceptions of their math classes, it only examined average classroom-level math course challenges and did not examine students' daily experiences. Similarly, Malmberg, Walls, Martin, Little, and Lim (2013) conducted a one-week intensive longitudinal study with 292 elementary school students and found that on average, students experienced a significant decrease in perceived competence for lessons that students perceived to be difficult, with some individual differences in this within-person association.

While prior research has made it clear that extensive variance in students' experiences exists within students rather than between students (e.g., Malmberg et al., 2013; Pöysä et al., 2018; Tolvanen et al., 2011; Valsalampi et al., 2016), few studies have focused on the role of perceived difficulty at the day level and disengagement has not been examined as an outcome. As such, the extent to which students' daily perception of task difficulty in class plays a role in their daily perceived competence and disengagement during class remains unclear. Moreover, although previous work has been informative, it falls on future research to explore whether this pattern will extend to high school students' experiences of perceived competence and disengagement in science class. Taken together, these findings suggest a need to examine the daily association between high school students' perceptions of difficult classwork and their perceptions of competence and disengagement in authentic classrooms within students rather than between students. The current study seeks to fill these gaps in the existing literature.

2.3. The potential of autonomy support for mitigating risks associated with difficult classwork

Given the likelihood of detrimental correlates of students perceiving classwork to be difficult, finding strategies that teachers can use to mitigate the risks associated with perceived difficulty is important. One straightforward solution is to adjust the task demands or the level of the challenge of classwork to make sure it matches students' skills (e.g., Nakamura & Csikszentmihalyi, 2014, pp. 239–263) or to guide and scaffold students interaction with a task so that they can handle the challenge with assistance, in line with the idea of a zone of proximal development (Vygotsky, 1978). However, the reality of the classroom is that there is often a great deal of variation in students' perceptions of difficult classwork both across students, and even within students, that often make creating optimal challenge and scaffolding every student's experience with each task difficult. It is often not possible for teachers to assess and adapt class content to each student and even to one student across multiple days.

An alternative motivation-focused approach that may not require as much individualization for each student is for teachers to adopt an autonomy-supportive orientation. SDT emphasizes the importance of autonomy support for students' engagement (e.g., see Reeve, 2012; Reeve et al., 2004). Broadly, autonomy support in the classroom...
context reflects a motivational approach in which teachers identify, nurture, and develop students’ inner motivational resources so that students perceive themselves as the initiator of their actions (Reeve, 2009). While many teacher behaviors can be involved in creating an autonomy-supportive classroom environment, autonomy-supportive teachers consider their students’ perspectives, offer choices, and encourage students to take initiative in their work, and to work in their own way at their own pace. Autonomy-supportive teachers rely on non-controlling language, acknowledge and accept students’ negative feelings about course work, and provide time for students to express their opinions and ask questions. Although they attempt to structure activities around students’ interests or include fun elements in lessons whenever possible, they also provide meaningful and personally relevant rationales to explain the usefulness of “boring” course activities, and give encouraging and informational feedback when students become frustrated or struggle (Reeve & Jang, 2006; Reeve, 2009; Su & Reeve, 2011). A substantial body of research has suggested that teachers who engage in practices that are supportive of students’ experiences of autonomy facilitate students’ need satisfaction, motivation, and engagement (e.g., Assor, Kaplan, & Roth, 2002; Patall, Dent, Oyser, & Wynn, 2013; Reeve & Jang, 2006; Reeve et al., 2004).

Despite the known benefits of autonomy support, guidance from prior research as to whether autonomy support can mitigate the detriments of perceived difficulty of coursework on a given day is limited. Research on the synergistic benefits of classroom support for competence in the form of structure (e.g., clear expectations and guidance) and autonomy support suggests that each has independent effects on students’ engagement (e.g., Jang, Reeve, & Deci, 2010) and that the greatest motivational and self-regulatory benefits emerge when both are high (e.g., Sierens, Vansteenkiste, Goossens, Soenens, & Dochy, 2009; Vansteenkiste et al., 2012). Although critical to understanding how autonomy support and structure function, this previous work says little about whether autonomy support can compensate for the competence thwarting experience of perceiving coursework to be very difficult. However, building on this work, we anticipate that in the context of difficult science coursework, autonomy-supportive practices (a) nurture students’ inner resources that support engagement, even in a context of challenging tasks, and (b) restore some sense of competence by either revealing the consistency of tasks with their personal skills and preferences or providing opportunities to make tasks more consistent with student skills and preferences. That is, autonomy support provides a means for students to see how even very difficult work may be aligned with their current skills and ways of working.

It is also worth noting that some of these practices encourage more individualization, direction, and emotional support than others and thus, may vary in the extent to which they serve as effective moderators. In line with recent conceptualizations of autonomy support (Aelterman, Vansteenkiste, Soenens; Haerens, & Reeve, in press), while some strategies place greater emphasis on teachers inviting students’ input and can thus be conceptualized as participative (e.g., choice provision and question opportunities), other practices place greater emphasis on teachers’ attempts to align and connect activities with students’ needs and interests and can be conceptualized as attuning (e.g., creating interesting activities, accepting negative affect, providing rationales, and encouraging, informational feedback). While all forms of autonomy support may help to minimize the negative correlates of perceiving coursework to be very difficult, attuning (rather than participative) strategies may be particularly effective at protecting students from experiencing a drop in perceived competence when encountering difficulty as such practices emphasize providing information and expressing understanding as teachers try to align their instruction with students’ ways of seeing things. Along these lines, prior between-subject correlational and experimental research evidence has suggested that the provision of choices in particular, may have few, if any, benefits for perceived competence, motivation, or engagement if for example, middle students are low achievers (e.g., Wang & Eccles, 2013) or college students’ competence is challenged with low ability feedback or difficult tasks (e.g., Patall, Sylvester, & Han, 2014). Said a different way, while participating in creating the learning activities may support an experience of autonomy, the extent to which it may protect feelings of competence when faced with very difficult tasks may be limited. This may be because participating has the potential to be threatening as well as supportive in the context of tasks that seem very difficult. In contrast, perceiving the teacher as attuning to student needs by trying to understand student perspectives and create a teacher-guided context for students to feel they are learning in ways they want to be learning reduces the threat that difficult tasks pose for students’ perceptions of competence.

With this background in mind, we attempted to examine the extent to which perceived teacher autonomy support may mitigate the undesirable relationship between perceptions of coursework being difficult on a given day and high school students’ perceived competence, and, in turn, disengagement that day within authentic classrooms. We hypothesized that, on average, teacher autonomy-supportive practices would be beneficial even when students have difficulties in their classes and would mitigate the negative correlates of daily perceived difficulty. We focused on a broad set of autonomy-supportive practices, acknowledging SDT’s Gestalt view of autonomy support which suggests that autonomy-supportive practices are most effective when administered in a cluster of practices (e.g., Deci, Eghrari, Patrick, & Leone, 1994). However, we also explored the role of various practices separately, expecting that attuning strategies may better mitigate the negative relationship between perceived difficulty and perceived competence than participative strategies.

3. Present study

The current study used daily diary data collected from high school students over the course of a six-week instructional unit in science classrooms. Using a daily diary approach has a number of benefits. First, it allows us to not only examine within-subject variation, but also completely separate within- and between-subject variation. Second, it allows psychological processes to be examined more proximally to the day-to-day events that occur in authentic settings. Experimental and correlational studies (even traditional longitudinal designs) are often not well-equipped to capture those day-to-day events and experiences as they naturally occur in authentic settings. By conducting a daily diary study, our research aimed to investigate students’ every day experiences in science classes, specifically those times when students perceive their science coursework to be more difficult than the average day. The links between challenge, perceived competence, and engagement have been tested in other studies (e.g., Schweinle et al., 2006). However, the diary design of the current study provided a unique opportunity to test variation within individuals and conduct correlational analyses examining the extent to which daily perceptions of difficulty in science class predict a change in same day experiences of competence and disengagement after controlling for perceived competence and disengagement reported during the previous class session.

We focused on students’ daily experiences in science classes for several reasons. First, technology has dramatically transformed the labor market (OECD, 2017). In May 2015, there were about 8.6 million science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) jobs (Fayer, Lacey, & Watson, 2017). This points to increasing STEM opportunities and a large demand for more students to be trained in STEM fields. Despite these market demands, perceptions of course work difficulty may be particularly prevalent and may be of particular concern in high school science courses given research suggesting that a large number of students who report interest in pursuing a science career early in high school no longer wish to pursue a STEM career by 12th grade (Aschbacher et al., 2010). This suggests that understanding the correlates of students’ perceptions of difficult coursework in the science classroom and factors that may minimize any negative correlates of
difficulty may be particularly critical in the context of science coursework.

With this in mind, in the current study we examined the extent to which students' daily perceptions of difficult coursework predicted changes in daily feelings of competence and in turn, daily behavioral and emotional disengagement during science. We also examined the extent to which students' perceptions that their teachers provided autonomy support across a variety of practices (choice provision, opportunities for questions, consideration for student interests, rationales for the value of activities, openness to students' negative affect, and encouraging, informational feedback) might buffer the associations between perceived difficulty, perceived competence, and disengagement. Overall our research questions were:

1) Is daily perceived difficulty in science classwork associated with daily feelings of competence?
2) Does daily perceived competence mediate the association between daily perceived difficulty and daily disengagement?
3) Do perceived teacher autonomy-supportive practices moderate the relationship between daily perceived difficulty of science classwork and feelings of competence and the indirect relationship between daily perceived difficulty of science classwork and disengagement via feelings of competence?

We hypothesized that students' daily perceptions that science classwork was difficult would be associated with a decrease in daily feelings of competence since the last class day and in turn increased daily disengagement (e.g., Reeve, 2012; Ryan & Deci, 2017). In addition, we expected that, overall, teacher autonomy-supportive practices would protect students from experiencing a decrease in perceived competence, and in turn disengaging from science class, on days when classwork was perceived to be difficult (Reeve, 2012). However, we also expected that this pattern would be stronger for strategies that emphasize teachers' attuning to students' needs (e.g., considering students' interests, providing rationales, acknowledging negative affect, and providing encouraging, information feedback) compared to strategies that emphasize soliciting students' participation (e.g., choices, question opportunities) (Aelterman, Vansteenkiste, Soenens, Haerens, & Reeve, in press).

4. Method

4.1. Participants

The current analysis makes use of data from The Autonomy Support in High School Science investigation. The current analysis focused on the relationship between perceived difficulty, perceived competence, and disengagement, and the moderators of those relationships. This dataset has been used to address research questions distinct from the current study, including questions related to the link between situational interest and engagement, the extent to which various teacher practices support experiences of autonomy, as well as the extent to which autonomy-relevant practices support motivation and engagement (see Patall, Vasquez, Steingut, Trimble, & Pituch, 2016, 2017a; 2018).

Participants were two-hundred and eighteen urban and suburban high school science students from 43 science classrooms across eight public high schools in the southwest region of the United States. Participants' age ranged from 13 to 18 (M = 15.57, SD = 1.25). Forty percent were in the 9th grade, 25% were in the 10th grade, 18% were in the 11th grade, and 17% were in the 12th grade. Slightly over half of the students were females (55%) and 42% were eligible for free or reduced-price lunch. Our sample was ethnically diverse, with 40% Hispanics/Latino, 32% Caucasian, 10% Black, 4% Asian, and 13% mixed ethnicities or other ethnicities.

Our participants were enrolled in various science classes. Approximately 16% of them enrolled in grade-level survey biology, 15% in grade-level physics, 10% in grade-level chemistry, 6% in grade-level combined physics and chemistry, 19% in advanced survey biology, 12% in advanced chemistry, 7% in advanced physics courses, and 15% enrolled in a specialty topic science course such as engineering. Participants' science teachers’ age ranged from 25 to 66 (M = 38, SD = 12.29). Their years of experience ranged from 0 to 40 (M = 10.45, SD = 9.62). The majority of the teachers were white (70%) and female (73%).

4.2. Procedure

Recruitment of participants occurred in stages. Science teachers were recruited in group information sessions following obtaining permission from the two southwestern U.S. school districts, as well as individual high school principals, vice principals, and science chairs at each of the eight schools. Teachers were informed of the purpose and methods involved in the study. For all participating schools, the school year was divided into graded six-week (approximately) instructional units. Teachers were allowed to select both the course that would participate in the study and the instructional unit during which the study occurred among those between January 2012 and May 2014. Science teachers and their students participated in the study for one instructional unit only.

Student participants were recruited via in-person science classroom visits in which the study was described, and a parent information letter and consent documents in both English and Spanish were distributed. Students were asked to return signed consent documents in a sealed envelope to a box located at the main office of the school.

Due to the resource and time intense nature of a six-week diary study, in recruiting students, the goal was to randomly select five student participants from each of the 43 classes among those students that volunteered to participate. In the majority of classrooms (37 of 43), at least five students volunteered to participate, and students were randomly selected in cases where more than five volunteers were available. Five students participated in each of 27 classes, and six students participated in each of 10 other classes. In some classes, less than five students volunteered. Four students participated in each of 5 classes, and in one class just three students participated. Students were paid $5 for every survey completed and received a $50 bonus for completing all reports for which they did not have an excuse absence from class.

Upon recruitment and selection and prior to the start of the six-week instructional unit, participating students met with a member of the research team to learn about their responsibilities as a participant, as well as to receive and set-up an Apple iPod touch used to complete surveys for the duration of the diary study. During this initial meeting, student participants practiced using the iPod by completing a short background survey regarding their age, grade level, sex, ethnicity, eligibility for free or reduced lunch at school based on U.S. government policy, and course grade for the most recent instructional unit. In addition, this initial meeting was used to establish the student's school and personal schedule and determine the ideal time for the student to receive and complete daily reports.

On every science class day of the six-week instructional unit, students were emailed during their first free period (i.e. non-instructional time) following the class session with a survey asking them to respond to questions about their science teachers' practices and their experiences of motivation and engagement in science class. All questionnaires were programmed using Qualtrics and completed by students online using the Apple iPod touch provided by the researchers. All science classes met on a block schedule, approximately every other school day. The number of scheduled class sessions ranged between 11 and 17, with classes having between 8 and 17 opportunities to report on experiences as a result of various disruptions to class sessions (Median = 14). Daily report surveys remained available for students to complete for approximately 24–48 h until the next class session began. The number of
Table 1
Variance partition coefficients (VPC) and Intracl class correlation coefficients (ICC).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Day level</th>
<th>Student level</th>
<th>Class level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>VPC</td>
<td>ICC</td>
<td>VPC/ICC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily perceived difficulty</td>
<td>2137</td>
<td>.58</td>
<td>.35</td>
<td>.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily perceived competence</td>
<td>2294</td>
<td>.46</td>
<td>.45</td>
<td>.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily disengagement</td>
<td>2298</td>
<td>.43</td>
<td>.54</td>
<td>.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily perceived autonomy support</td>
<td>2304</td>
<td>.45</td>
<td>.41</td>
<td>.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. N total reports = 2306 across all students. The VPC describes the proportion of total variance that is due to days, students, or classes. The ICC describes the degree to which observations are correlated within students or within teachers. The expressions for the VPC and ICC are identical at the teacher level. They are calculated as follows.

VPC (day level) = residual variance/(residual variance + student-level variance + class-level variance).

VPC (student level) = student-level variance/(residual variance + student-level variance + class-level variance).

ICC (student level) = (student-level variance + teacher-level variance)/(residual variance + student-level variance + class-level variance).

Daily reports that student participants actually completed across the instructional unit ranged from 1 to 17 (M = 11, SD = 3.73; Mode = 10).

Only one student completed just one report, and this student’s responses could not be used in the analysis. The total number of reports was 2306 across all students. The number of reports for each variable is provided in Table 1. The proportion of missing data within available reports was 7.4% for perceived difficulty and negligible for all other variables.

4.3. Measures

4.3.1. Daily perceived difficulty

Students’ daily perceived difficulty in science classes was assessed with one item designed for this investigation: “The material and activities in class today were too hard for me.” Response options ranged from not at all true (1) to extremely true (5). Higher values indicated more class difficulty.

4.3.2. Daily perceived competence

Students’ daily experience of perceived competence was assessed with three items adapted from the Perceived Competence Scale (Williams & Deci, 1996) most relevant to the daily context. The three items were: “I felt competent while working on assignments for my science class today”, “I felt confident about my ability to learn the material during science class today”, and “I felt able to perform well in science class today”. Response options ranged from not at all true (1) to extremely true (5). Higher values indicated more competence. The mean daily alpha was .82 (SD = .03).

4.3.3. Daily disengagement

Students’ daily disengagement in science class was assessed with nine items relevant to the daily context adapted from the Engagement Questionnaire (Williams & Deci, 1996) most relevant to the daily context. The three items were: “Today in science class I just felt bad”, “I felt competent while working on assignments for my science class today”, “I felt able to perform well in science class today”. Response options ranged from not at all true (1) to extremely true (5). Higher values indicated more disengagement. We then averaged the emotional disengagement and behavioral disengagement indices (mean daily correlation coefficient = .46 for the two scales). The structure of this disengagement was established through a multilevel exploratory factor analyses (MLEFA), and reported in a separate paper (Patall et al., 2018).

4.3.4. Student reported daily teacher autonomy-supportive practices

We designed a student perceived teacher autonomy-supportive practices measure based on prior measures used in cross-sectional research (Assor et al., 2002; Connell, 1990; Katz, Kaplan, & Gueta, 2009; Patall et al., 2013; Reeve & Jang, 2006; Reeve, 2006; Reeve et al., 2004). We assessed students’ perceptions of six autonomy-supportive daily teacher practices: (a) provision of choices and opportunities (5 items; e.g. “My teacher provided options for the kinds of assignments or activities I could do today”, “mean daily alpha = .83, SD = .04”, (b) rationales regarding the usefulness and importance of course material (4 items; e.g. “My teacher explained how what we were learning today is important”; mean daily alpha = .85, SD = .03), (c) opportunities for students to express negative affect (2 items; e.g. “My teacher was open to hearing criticism or complaints about activities today”; mean daily alpha = .79, SD = .06), (d) student question opportunities and responding (3 items; e.g. “My teacher acknowledged and responded to my questions in class today”; mean daily alpha = .74, SD = .05), (e) consideration for student opinions, preferences, and interests (3 items; e.g. “My teacher structured class activities today around my interests”; mean daily alpha = .84, SD = .04), and (f) encouraging and informational feedback (3 items; e.g. “My teacher gave suggestions when I struggled with course work today”; mean daily alpha = .76, SD = .76). Response options range from not at all true (1) to extremely true (5). Higher values indicated greater levels of autonomy-supportive practices. The structure of these measures was established through a multilevel exploratory factor analyses (MLEFA) and reported in a separate paper (Patall, Vasquez, Steingut, Trimble, & Pituch, 2017a). The correlations between the six perceived practices ranged between .13 and .17 (see Patall et al., 2017a for more information). However, given that SDT research has argued that multidimensional teacher autonomy support is the most beneficial because it is essential for the environment as a whole to speak to students’ needs (Black & Deci, 2000; Reeve et al., 2004), we first calculated the scale score for each of the six practices but then averaged the six categories (mean daily α = .80 for the total scale) to create a multidimensional measure.

4.4. Analysis plan

All analyses were conducted in the R software package. The daily diary data has a three-level structure (day, student, class). As such, a series of three-level random intercept models were estimated with the nlme package (Pinheiro, Bates, DebRoy, Sarkar, & R Core Team, 2009), which allows specification of a correlated level-1 residual structure. In the current study, given our assumption that student reports on adjacent days were more highly correlated than student reports on days further apart, we used a first-order auto-regressive AR (1) model. To treat missing outcome data, we used maximum likelihood estimation with robust estimates of standard errors (REML).

To answer the first research question regarding the relationship between daily perceived difficulty and daily perceived competence, we modeled the daily perceived competence outcome (Y) on the same day’s (within-person) perceived difficulty of science classwork (wp), controlling for student (within-class) perceived difficulty of classwork (wc), and class (between-class) perceived difficulty of classwork (bc) for day i within student j within class k in a multi-level random-intercept model. To decompose between and within-person effects, day level (within-person) predictors were person-mean centered (around each person’s own average score), student level (within-class) predictors were class-mean centered (around the average score for each student), and class level (between-class) predictors were calculated as each class’s average score. The statistical representation of our model is shown below:
Level 1

\[ Y_{ik} = \beta_{0ik} + \beta_{1ik}(\text{wp})_{ik} + e_{ik} \]

\[ e_{ik} \sim N(0, \Sigma) \] Homogenous AR (1)

\[ \Sigma = \begin{bmatrix} \sigma^2 & \sigma_{12} & \sigma_{13} & \ldots & \sigma_{1p-1} \\ \sigma_{12} & \sigma^2 & \sigma_{23} & \ldots & \sigma_{2p-2} \\ \sigma_{13} & \sigma_{23} & \sigma^2 & \ldots & \sigma_{3p-3} \\ \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ \sigma_{1p-1} & \sigma_{2p-2} & \sigma_{3p-3} & \ldots & \sigma^2 \end{bmatrix} \]

Level 2

\[ \beta_{0ik} = \gamma_{00k} + \gamma_{01k} (\text{we})_k + n_{ik} \]

\[ \beta_{1ik} = \gamma_{10k} \]

\[ n_{ik} \sim N(0, \tau^2) \]

Level 3

\[ \gamma_{00k} = \delta_{000} + \delta_{001} (bc)_k + \mu_{00k} \]

\[ \gamma_{10k} = \delta_{100} \]

\[ \gamma_{1k} = \delta_{100} \]

\[ \mu_{00k} \sim N(0, \varphi^2) \]

Other covariates are not shown in the equation above to simplify the presentation. However, at level 1 (day level), time and the outcome from the previous day (i.e., \((wp)_{i,k-1}\)) were included in the analysis and were grand-mean centered. We constructed the time variable by consecutively numbering each class session during the unit starting with zero. When we assessed the relationships between variables at the day level, we included the prior class session's outcome value as a predictor to control for possible carryover effects from one class day to the next (e.g., Reis, Sheldon, Gable, Roscoe, & Ryan, 2000). When the outcome from the immediate prior day was missing, the most recent day of reporting was carried forward. There were 418 instances of carrying forward prior reports for disengagement. Including the prior day’s outcome value as a predictor allowed us to predict day-to-day change in the outcome rather than sheer level (Cohen & Cohen, 1982) as a function of students’ perceptions of difficult coursework reported on the same day as the outcome.

At level 2 (student level), we included several covariates representing students’ demographic information: student sex (0 = male, 1 = female), student ethnicity (three dummy-coded variables of White, Black, and other ethnic minorities with Hispanic/Latino as the reference group), students’ free or reduced-price lunch eligibility (0 = not eligible, 1 = eligible), and students’ age. At level 3 (class level), we included variables representing class and school characteristics: whether the class was a biological science (0 = non-biological courses, 1 = biological courses), whether the class participated in the fall or spring (0 = Fall, 1 = Spring), and whether the school had title I status.

5. Results

5.1. Preliminary analyses

Variance partition components (VPC) and intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC) are presented in Table 1. Means, standard deviations, and bivariate correlations are presented in Table 2. VPCs indicated that between 43% and 58% of the variance in the variables was at the day level. A similar amount of variance was at the student level (VPCs ranged between 35% and 54%), and limited variability was observed at the classroom level (VPCs ranged between 3% and 13%). In particular, 58% of the variance in perceived difficulty was at the day level. Results suggested that there was a substantial daily variation in students’ experiences inside the classroom. In line with our hypotheses, daily perceived difficulty of coursework was negatively correlated with daily perceived competence and positively correlated with daily disengagement (see Table 2). In addition, daily perceived competence was negatively correlated with daily disengagement.
Table 2
Means, standard deviations, and bivariate correlations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Daily perceived difficulty</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Daily perceived competence</td>
<td>3.35</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>−.31**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Daily disengagement</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>−.52***</td>
<td>−.33***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Daily perceived autonomy support</td>
<td>2.76</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.49***</td>
<td>−.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. Means, standard deviations, and bivariate correlations of main research variables (uncentered) reported in the table. *p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001.

5.2. Daily class difficulty, competence, and disengagement

First, we tested whether daily perceived difficulty of classwork predicted daily perceived competence. Results are reported in Table 3. Controlling for within- and between-class perceived difficulty of classwork, students' perceived competence during the prior class session, and all the other covariates, daily perceived difficulty of science classwork was negatively associated with daily perceived competence (\(b = -0.18\), 95% CI [−0.22, −0.14], \(p < .001\)). That is, when a student perceived classwork as more difficult than average on a given day, they experienced a decrease in perceived competence on that day relative to the prior class session.

Next, we examined whether daily class difficulty was related to disengagement. Results reported in Table 3 show that daily perceived difficulty of classwork significantly predicted an increase in daily disengagement (\(b = 0.18\), 95% CI [0.15, 0.21], \(p < .001\)), controlling for within- and between-class difficulty, the lagged outcome, time, and all the other covariates. Daily perceived difficulty of classwork also continued to significantly predict an increase in daily disengagement (\(b = 0.15\), 95% CI [0.12, 0.18], \(p < .001\)).

Finally, we found an indirect effect of daily perceived difficulty of classwork through daily perceived competence on daily disengagement (\(b = 0.04\), 95% CI [0.03, 0.05]). These results suggest that one reason students may disengage from science class is that they experience a decrease in perceived competence when the class or materials are perceived to be more difficult for them than average. However, the significant relationship between perceived difficulty and disengagement after including perceived competence suggests that other mediators not examined here may also contribute.

In exploratory analyses, we examined these relationships for each component of disengagement (behavioral and emotional) separately. The same pattern of relationships as described above emerged for each component. As such, in further analyses we focused on the combined mediates the association between daily perceived difficulty and daily engagement, the Monte Carlo (MCMAM) method for assessing mediation (Selig & Preacher, 2008) was used to estimate the indirect effect of daily perceived difficulty of classwork on daily disengagement via daily competence. We had already estimated path \(c\), which tested the relationship between daily perceived difficulty of classwork and daily perceived disengagement without the mediator and path \(a\), which tested the relationship between daily perceived difficulty of classwork and daily perceived competence (shown in Table 3). Our final steps were to estimate paths \(b\) and \(c'\) in a model where daily perceived disengagement was predicted by daily perceived competence and daily perceived difficulty of classwork, controlling for covariates. As expected, perceived competence significantly predicted a decrease in daily disengagement (\(b = -0.22\), 95% CI [−0.26, −0.19], \(p < .001\)), controlling for daily perceived difficulty, within-and-between class difficulty, the lagged outcome, time, and all the other covariates. Daily perceived difficulty of classwork also continued to significantly predict an increase in daily disengagement (\(b = 0.15\), 95% CI [0.12, 0.18], \(p < .001\)). Finally, we found an indirect effect of daily perceived difficulty of classwork through daily perceived competence on daily disengagement (\(b = 0.04\), 95% CI [0.03, 0.05]). These results suggest that one reason students may disengage from science class is that they experience a decrease in perceived competence when the class or materials are perceived to be more difficult for them than average. However, the significant relationship between perceived difficulty and disengagement after including perceived competence suggests that other mediators not examined here may also contribute.

In exploratory analyses, we examined these relationships for each component of disengagement (behavioral and emotional) separately. The same pattern of relationships as described above emerged for each component. As such, in further analyses we focused on the combined

Table 3
Multilevel regressions with daily perceived difficulty of classwork predicting perceived competence and disengagement with covariates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictor</th>
<th>Perceived Competence</th>
<th>Disengagement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unstandardized</td>
<td>Standardized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day Level</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily perceived difficulty-within person</td>
<td>−0.18*** (0.02)</td>
<td>−0.13*** (0.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lagged outcome</td>
<td>0.12*** (0.02)</td>
<td>0.12*** (0.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>−0.01 (0.004)</td>
<td>−0.04 (0.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Person Level</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student perceived difficulty-within class</td>
<td>−0.29*** (0.08)</td>
<td>−0.18*** (0.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>−0.17 (0.09)</td>
<td>−0.09 (0.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free/reduced lunch</td>
<td>−0.25 (0.12)</td>
<td>−0.13 (0.06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>0.06 (0.04)</td>
<td>0.08 (0.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black (ref. Latino)</td>
<td>0.18 (0.16)</td>
<td>.05 (.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White (ref. Latino)</td>
<td>0.06 (0.13)</td>
<td>0.03 (0.06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other (ref. Latino)</td>
<td>0.08 (0.14)</td>
<td>0.03 (0.06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class Level</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>3.93*** (0.19)</td>
<td>−0.02 (0.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class perceived difficulty-between class</td>
<td>−0.35*** (0.11)</td>
<td>−0.16*** (0.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session</td>
<td>0.02 (0.10)</td>
<td>0.01 (0.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>0.10 (0.10)</td>
<td>0.05 (0.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title-1 school</td>
<td>0.14 (0.11)</td>
<td>0.07 (0.06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random effects</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class (Level 3) intercept</td>
<td>0.0003</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student (Level 2) intercept</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day (Level 1) residuals</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autocorrelation</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIC</td>
<td>3625.97</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIC</td>
<td>3729.27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. Unstandardized and standardized multilevel regression coefficients and standard errors reported. *p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001.
disengagement measure. A complete set of results can be found in Table S1 through S3 of the supplementary materials.3

5.3. Autonomy support buffers negative relationship between perceived difficulty and perceived competence

To explore the extent to which perceived autonomy-support may diminish the undesirable associations between perceiving classwork to be more difficult than the average day and perceived competence, we added the multidimensional measure of daily perceived autonomy-supportive teacher practice along with its interaction with daily perceived difficulty in the multilevel models previously described in Table 3. As depicted in Fig. 1, results showed that there was a significant interaction between daily perceived difficulty and perceived autonomy-support predicting perceived competence (β = 0.13, p = .004). Simple slope analyses showed that the magnitude of the association between daily perceived difficulty and perceived competence was smaller when students perceived more autonomy support (+1 SD; b = −.13, p < .001), compared to when they perceived less autonomy support (−1 SD; b = −.25, p < .001).

To explore the extent to which each component of perceived autonomy-supportive practice may buffer the undesirable associations between perceiving classwork to be more difficult than usual and students’ perceived competence, we conducted six multilevel models with an interaction term between each of the six unique perceived autonomy-supportive teacher practices and perceived difficulty. As expected, a positive interaction emerged for all six practices (choice: b = .05, p = .18; rationales: b = .09, p = .01; openness to negative affect: b = .09, p = .003; questions: b = .05, p = .06; consideration for student interests: b = .06, p = .049; encouraging, informational feedback: b = .09, p = .005). However, also consistent with our predictions, the magnitude of the interaction term was greater for attuning strategies including rationales, openness to negative affect, consideration for student interests, and encouraging, information feedback compared to participative practices. In fact, the interaction term was not significant for the daily perceived provision of choice or daily perceived question opportunities.4 Results suggested that the more students perceived their teachers to provide rationales regarding the usefulness and importance of the classwork, acknowledged negative affect, structured activities around students’ interests, and provided encouraging, informational feedback, the smaller the decrease in students’ perceived competence relative to the prior class day as a function of perceiving classwork to be more difficult than usual. Given that the direction of interaction was consistent across components of autonomy, even if not statistically significant across all components, in further analyses we focused on the multidimensional measure of autonomy support.

5.4. Moderated mediation

Previously, we found that the mediation from daily perceived difficulty to daily disengagement via daily perceived competence was present, and that the path from daily perceived difficulty to daily perceived competence was moderated by daily perceived teacher autonomy support. These findings indicated that the indirect effect depended on daily perceived autonomy support. That is to say, perceived class difficulty predicted disengagement via perceived competence differentially depending on the extent to which students perceived their

---

3 Available at https://motivationlab.wordpress.com/publications/.

4 See Figure S1 in the supplementary materials at https://motivationlab.wordpress.com/publications/ for depiction of interactions between daily perceived difficulty and each component of daily perceived autonomy support.
suggested that daily perceived difficulty increases disengagement through diminished perceived competence when autonomy support is low or somewhat present. But, when autonomy support is very high, perceived difficulty does not have a significant relationship with disengagement via perceived competence.

6. Discussion

For high school students, science classes can be very challenging and sometimes too challenging. Using a daily diary approach, the present research suggested that on days when students perceive their science classwork to be more difficult than typical, they experience a decrease in perceived competence, which predicts increased disengagement (both behavioral and emotional) in science class that day. More importantly, we asked: What can help students deal with those days when science class is difficult? To address this question, the current research investigated the extent to which perceptions of autonomy-supportive practices buffered this association. As predicted, we found that the decrease in perceived competence as a function of perceived difficulty was reduced when students perceived their teachers to provide autonomy support. The pattern of interaction was similar across all components of perceived autonomy support. However, the interaction was statistically significant only for practices that emphasized teachers’ attuning to students’ needs (e.g., provision of rationales, openness to negative affect, consideration of student interests, and encouraging, informational feedback), and not for participative practices that emphasized soliciting students’ input (e.g., choice provision and question opportunities).

6.1. Fit of the findings with prior research and theory

The present research makes several theoretical and practical contributions. First, the current research highlights the importance of studying students’ daily experiences in classrooms, including their perceived difficulty, perceived competence, and disengagement, as we saw a great amount of variation ranging from 43% to 58% for these three constructs at the daily level. These daily variations are in line with previous research on situational engagement. For example, Vassalampiet al. (2016) found that 50% of the variation in 7th grade Finnish students’ engagement was within individuals across lessons. Similarly, Pöysä et al. (2018) reported over 60% of the variation in students’ engagement was across lessons and within days. Building on
this previous research, the current study focused on one subject for each individual across days and found substantial intra-individual variation in all research variables.

Second, the current study extended the task difficulty research to the context of authentic science classes and modeled changes in daily experiences of competence and disengagement as a function of perceptions of difficult coursework. Results are consistent with previous task difficulty research suggesting that when the task is very difficult, especially when task challenge is much greater than student skills, individuals are less likely to be motivated and interested in the task (e.g., Tulis & Fulmer, 2013). As an extension of the prior research, the current study highlighted students’ daily experiences in science classes and confirmed that the daily experience of perceiving science classes to be more difficult than average also predicts students’ daily outcomes.

It is worth mentioning that perceived course work difficulty was related to students’ daily perceived competence and disengagement at all levels of analysis, i.e., daily level, student level, and class level. That is, not only did daily perceived competence and disengagement decrease when coursework was perceived to be more difficult than the average day, but students’ sense of competence for the instructional unit as a whole was lower among those who perceived the course to be difficult overall, and classes where more students perceived the course to be difficult had lower perceptions of competence on average. Somewhat surprisingly, none of the covariates (e.g., gender, ethnicity, course topic, etc.) lagged disengagement was related to daily disengagement. Additionally, we found two covariates that were related to daily perceived competence, time and free/reduced lunch. Consistent with prior research suggesting that students’ perceived competence declines over time (e.g., Jacobs, Lanza, Osgood, Eccles, & Wigfield, 2002), we saw a decrease in students’ perceived competence over the six-week instructional unit. In addition, students who received free/reduced lunch reported feeling less daily competence. The relationship between SES and perceived competence has been found in previous research (e.g., Twenge & Campbell, 2002), suggesting that a lack of resources at home contributes to students lesser experiences of competence. The current research demonstrates that SES not only predicts students’ outcomes at the student level, but also at the daily level.

Further, the current study is the first to demonstrate the indirect effect of perceived difficulty of coursework on disengagement via perceived competence on a daily basis in authentic classrooms. In line with the predictions of SDT, experiencing difficulty in the science classroom challenges students’ sense of competence, which in turn, can trigger students to disengage in class. While past literature and theory provided evidence of the relationship between perceived difficulty, perceived competence, and disengagement (e.g., Schweinle et al., 2006), it was unclear if these relationships would exist on a daily basis. The current research investigated students’ daily experiences and tested mediation with these daily-level constructs. The current investigation supported the mediational path from daily perceived difficulty of coursework to daily disengagement via daily perceived competence.

In addition, bridging self-determination theory and the task difficulty research, the current study suggested that autonomy-supportive teaching practices may provide a buffer against the negative correlates of students’ perceptions that tasks in class are too challenging. Noting that the present study did not establish causal relations, which should be explicitly examined in future intervention research, the current research suggests that autonomy-supportive teaching practices has the potential to protect students from the motivational conundrums that emerge when science class is more difficult than usual. Attuning autonomy-supportive practices such as providing opportunities for students to express negative feelings about activities in class and being open, responsive, and encouraging in the context of such perspectives are among the strategies teachers might find most helpful for supporting autonomy and mitigating the detriments of difficulties in the class. We note here again, that participative strategies like providing choices and opportunities for questions did not emerge as statistically significant buffers of the negative relationship between daily perceived difficulty and perceived competence, in line with our expectations that such strategies may simultaneously provide support and pose a threat to students’ sense of competence when presented in the context of difficult tasks. This finding is also not surprising given prior research highlighting the complexity of using choice provision for bolstering students’ motivation (e.g., Patall & Hooper, 2017b). However, we also note that including these strategies among a multidimensional set of autonomy-supportive strategies is likely to have benefits as research has routinely highlighted that autonomy-supportive strategies function in concert to create an overall supportive climate (e.g., Deci et al., 1994).

Finally, these results extend the previous research focused on the interplay between structure and autonomy support (Curran, Hill, & Niemiec, 2013; Jang et al., 2010; Vansteenkiste et al., 2012). Like prior research suggesting that the presence of both elements predict the most positive student outcomes, the current research also underscored the importance of providing an autonomy-supportive environment and the ways it interacts with components of classroom structure. Although having both structure in the form of tasks that are well-aligned tasks with students’ skills and autonomy support may be most beneficial, the current research extends prior work by suggesting that autonomy support reduces some of the undesirable correlates of a perceived lack of structure (in this case, perceiving course work to be difficult). This is important because there may be many times when teachers cannot avoid some of the course work being perceived as difficult to at least a portion of students in the classroom.

6.2. Limitations and future directions

One of the main strengths of the current research is that it investigates within-person daily processes with a daily diary approach. To strengthen our conclusions, we conducted analyses that modeled changes in the outcomes at the day level as a function of perceived difficulty by controlling for the influence of the outcome from the prior day and modeling an autocorrelated error structure. However, despite these strengths, it is important to note that this data is still correlational and cannot establish causality. While we estimated associations among our study variables controlling for many theoretically-related covariates, there may be other confounding variables we overlooked or that are simply unknown. Moreover, reciprocal causality remains a plausible possibility. Low perceived competence on a given day could lead students to perceive the class as being more difficult or teachers’ autonomy support practices could be, in part, a response to students’ engagement or disengagement (see for example Jang, Kim, & Reeve, 2016). To explore the possibility that students’ daily perceived competence or disengagement may actually predict their daily experiences of difficulty in the class, we ran several exploratory multilevel models with this reverse causal ordering. The results of these models suggested that the reverse causal order is also likely to exist, though model fit statistics of the original models were better than the reverse order models. A complete set of results can be found in Table S3 of the supplementary materials. However, to fully explore causal relations, future research should implement experimental designs in authentic classrooms.

Second, the current research relies on students’ self-reports. From one perspective, students are the most knowledgeable source of their own experience of difficulty, disengagement, and teachers’ practices in the class. In other words, students’ perceptions are the most powerful predictors when it comes to explaining students’ outcomes. That said, when students report their own feelings and perceptions, their responses might be biased towards more socially desirable responding (Paulhus, 1984). For example, due to response biases, students might be less likely to report that classes are too hard for them or more likely to report that they feel competent. We note that while one advantage of this study was that it asked students to report on their experiences soon after class, limiting retrospective bias, students still had an opportunity to respond until the following class, which could have been a couple
days later. Future studies may want to further limit the opportunity for biased retrospective reporting by restricting the time students have to report on their classroom experiences even more or exploring whether the delay in reporting influences findings. Moreover, while we believe that students’ own perception of class difficulty, competence, and teacher practices are the most meaningful to investigate, future research should examine the extent to which teacher or observer reports would yield similar findings.

Third, it is important to note that the current research used only one face valid item measuring perceived coursework difficulty “The material and activities in class today were way too hard for me.” There are several concerns we have with this measure. First, with only one item, we cannot assess reliability of the measure. Second, we did not measure different aspects of difficulty. Perceived difficulty from different sources and aspects might have different implications. Third, when students encounter difficult learning material, it is quite likely that there is variability in how they might interpret the experiences. For example, some students may question their identity thinking “science is not for me,” some may blame their teachers thinking “my teacher does not know how to teach,” and perhaps some students embrace a growth mindset and perceive the difficult coursework as an opportunity to learn. Those different interpretations should have very different consequences for students’ competence and learning. Taken together, it is important for future research to explore more dynamic assessments of students’ perceptions of difficulty.

Along the same lines, in this investigation, we focused on a particular component of the classroom context (perceived difficulty of classwork) hypothesized to reduce students’ sense of competence. However, in line with the dual-process model in SDT (e.g., Jung et al., 2016), it might have also been informative to measure students’ experience of competence frustration and the extent to which perceived difficulty predicted competence frustration, rather than competence satisfaction. By the same token, we focused on autonomy support as a potential antidote to students experiencing classwork as difficult. However, it is possible that other components of classroom structure (e.g., clear expectations, guidelines, scaffolding), may be able to compensate for the undesirable qualities of students perceiving coursework to be difficult. We recommend that future research explore the relationships between perceived difficulty with both need satisfaction and need thwarting and the role of various components of classroom structure in these relationships. Along these same lines of the need for broader measurement, the disengagement measure in the current study included only behavioral disengagement and emotional disengagement. However, cognitive disengagement may be especially relevant in the context of perceived difficulty in science classes. We would encourage future research to examine relationships between perceived difficulty and cognitive disengagement and test the extent to which the current findings apply to cognitive disengagement.

Finally, while we believe that one strength of this investigation was that it focused specifically on the science domain in authentic science classrooms, we also note that the findings may not generalize to other domains. Science is a domain that many students find particularly challenging and often disengage from during high school (e.g., Aschbacher et al., 2010). Future research should attempt to replicate the relationships observed in this investigation in other domains.

7. Conclusion

The present research contributes to the literature on perceived classwork difficulty and self-determination theory. This study underscored the importance of students’ daily experiences of difficulty in science classes by examining its relationship with perceived competence and in turn, disengagement. The present research also highlighted that perceived autonomy-supportive practices disrupted the undesirable relationships between daily perceived difficulty, perceived competence, and disengagement. We hope the findings of the current investigation provide guidance for future research and teachers seeking to minimize students’ disengagement even when science coursework is challenging.

Appendix A. Supplementary data

Supplementary data related to this article can be found at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.learninstruc.2018.07.004.
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